
Miscellaneous Outdoor Recreation Facility.  FAC: 7542 

CATCODE: 750581 

OPR: AF/A1S 

OCR: AFSVA, MAJCOM/A1S 

1.1. Description.  This facility accommodates miscellaneous outdoor recreation activity. 

This activity is defined as any type not normally conducted in, or supported by, any of 

the other facilities described in this chapter or listed under basic category 750. 

(Parcours trail, described below, is an exception.) The designation applies to both the 

outdoor facility and its related buildings. 

1.1.1. Parcours Trail.  This facility is identified under CATCODE 750581. It is an 

outdoor exercise course (trail) designed and equipped to help people of differing 

fitness levels to develop and maintain good physical condition. The course is 

normally 2.4 to 3.2 km (1.5 to 2.0 mi) long and contains approximately 20 exercise 

stations. The allowance is “as needed”, providing the land is available and is not 

needed for any foreseeable operational purpose. 

1.1.2. RV Storage Lot.  This facility is identified as part of CATCODE 750581. 

The facility typically consists of a paved or graveled parking area delineated into 

separate slots, a security perimeter fence, a manual or automated controlled 

access gate, and security lighting, along with access roads and related parking. The 

scope is also influenced by the Services NAF construction allowance “as needed”, 

providing the land is available and is not needed for any foreseeable operational 

purpose. 

1.1.3. Artificial Climbing Wall.  This facility is identified as part of CATCODE 

750581. The facility typically consists of a prefabricated scaffold and panel system 

attached to an internal or external facility wall (ensure this meets manufacturer’s 

specifications), a free standing internal scaffold and panel structure, or a poured and 

sculpted in-place concrete-like structure. Ensure access to restrooms. 

1.1.4. Ropes Course.  This facility is identified as part of CATCODE 750581. The 

facility typically consists of massive treated wooden poles set in the ground 

(similar in size to telephone poles) and connected by cables. They are generally sited 

in out-of-the-way locations to lessen the trespass potential. Requires access roads, 

related parking, picnic table-style seating, trash receptacles, and access to permanent 

or portable toilet facilities. 

1.1.5. Paintball Field.  This facility is identified as part of CATCODE 750581. The 

facility typically consists of large areas that may or may not be enclosed by tall, fine 

mesh fencing, a number of semi-permanent “obstacles” (e.g., large concrete or 

plastic piping, small “buildings.” etc.) used by players for protection or concealment, 

a safe zone for testing and unloading paintball markers, and sun protected shaded 

area. Requires access roads, related parking, picnic table-style seating, trash 

receptacles, and access to permanent or portable toilet facilities. 

1.1.6. Bicycle Motocross (BMX) Track.  This facility is identified as part of 

CATCODE 750581. The facility typically consists of a large area with mounded, 



 

shaped, and groomed dirt features used for bicycle racing events. A starting gate 

structure and timing/announcing booth may be included. Requires access roads, 

related parking, picnic table-style seating, trash receptacles, bicycle maintenance 

areas, and access to permanent or portable toilet facilities. 

1.1.7. Skateboard and Bike Park.  This facility is identified as part of 

CATCODE 750581. The facility typically consists of an open or fenced smoothly 

paved area with semi-permanent or cast-in-place elements such as ramps and half- 

pipes used by skateboarders and bicyclists to perform tricks and stunts. Requires 

access roads, related parking, picnic table-style seating, trash receptacles, and access 

to permanent or portable toilet facilities. 

1.2. Requirements Determination.  See specific facility type above. 

1.3. Scope Determination.  The scope used for programming, budgeting, and design 

is limited by very specific financial considerations and by market need as documented 

by a professional, in depth comprehensive market research and analysis. The scope is 

also influenced by the Services NAF construction prioritization system, which 

encourages economy in scope and composite facilities. The scope may also be influenced 

by a PVA study. The allowance is “as needed”, providing the land is available and is not 

needed for any foreseeable operational purpose. 

1.4. Dimensions.  See specific facility type above. 

1.5. Design Considerations.  See specific facility type above. 
 


